
Nonoya's BBQ menu is produced in collaboration with "konne konne", a 
popular Japanese & Italian restaurant in Fukue Island. 

Enjoy the gorgeous "outside cuisine" using local foods from Goto!

We provide various foods such as Goto Pork seasoned with herb salt and 
pepper, chicken leg marinated in salt and green onion sauce, onions and 
potatoes in addition to Goto Beef, seasonal seafoods, vegetables to cook 
over the charcoal. You can easily enjoy the authentic outdoor cuisine using a 
Dutch oven, cast-iron skillets etc.
Please use doubanjiang (Chinese chili bean sauce) to add spiciness to our 
special BBQ sauce.

* The photos are sample images. Food and ingredients changes according 
to the season etc.

Sea Lettuce in Goto has pleasant smell of the sea without any off-
flavor thanks to the clean sea water around the islands. It is kept in the 
freezer from its best season, so that you can enjoy the fresh taste 
throughout the year. The base is chicken stock of Shimasazanami, 
free-range chicken in Goto, also used in Goto's popular porridge 
restaurant "Kinmokusei". It goes well with any seasonal vegetables. 
Please feel free to adjust the taste as you like using grated cheese etc.

Would you like to try konne konne's popular Tai-meshi in Nonoya? A 
Savory grilled sea bream and its dashi (broth) will be prepared for you, 
and all you need to do is to boil until it is ready. Because the clay pot 
has an inner lid, it makes the most of mouthwatering smell of the dish. 
You should try some slightly burnt rice on the pot as well, as it is loved 
by many Japanese. It can be cooked over BBQ grill or bonfire place but 
we recommend you to use gas stove (available upon request) as it is 
much easier to cook.

Each cooking set comes with a Japanese recipe with illustration.

※写真はイメージです。旬の食材の状況などにより、内容は変わります。

Rice (raw)  
150g 300 yen  
300g 500 yen  
450g 700 yen 
• 150g =
2 servings

Nonoya's BBQ Menu

●BBQ & Dutch oven set  4,000 yen/person (available from 2 or more persons) 

●Options

＊Acqua Pazza of Marbled Rockfish … 5,000 yen (3 to 5 servings)
Marbled rockfish is known as the fish produces the most delicious dashi 
(broth) and often eaten as an ingredient of miso-soup in Goto. The 
acqua pazza uses this marbled rockfish saute, seasonal shellfish such 
as turban shell or top shell, squid, home-made dried tomato, olives etc. 
and simply seasoned with salt and pepper. You can also enjoy acqua
pazza using grunt or Japanese lates depending on the season.

＊Risotto of Fresh Sea Lettuce and Seasonal Vegetables … 
3,500 yen (3 to 5 servings)/2,500 yen (2-3 servings)

＊Tai-meshi (seasoned rice with sea bream) in Japanese clay pot … 

3,500 yen (3 to 5 servings)/ 2,500 yen (2 to 3 servings)


